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Is a piece which is strongly influenced by a hardcore / free jazz aesthetic. The starting point of the
composition are 3 complex, oversaturated sound cells, which serve as the center of the work and are
the cornerstones for the rest of the piece. From their explosive character, they keep evolving in
different directions. From quickly stacked lines running across the ensemble, to static noise moments
and quiet, almost "harmonic" passages, these various situations constantly alternate. They happen
sometimes abruptly sometimes fluently. Sometimes extremely brutal then again somewhat more
gently. Continuity is manipulated throughout with the aim of breaking the flow of the music to create
a momentum of hectic uncertainty. In other words, constantly throwing things into disarray. In this
sense, the relationship between the analog sound of the ensemble and the digital sound of the
electronics is also worked out. The electronics behaves in relation to the ensemble like a digital,
slightly schizophrenic twin, which is continuously distorted and processed. It picks up ideas from the
ensemble, at times behaving almost like a counterpoint, only to break them again immediately. It’s a
constant back and forth with a wide variety of instruments or groups of instruments. Glitchy, hectic,
broken The idea is to depict the relationship / interaction / manipulation of a digital world on one
side and a material (analog) reality on the other. Where interpersonal communication, news
consumption, private information are in a constant stream of oversaturation. The billions of
interactions happen at such high speed that dividing lines disappear. Consciousness seems to merge
with this new reality. This is because the digital world is incorporated into our material/real world. It
lets people live an additional, digital life. Be it as a fictional character in a video game or as an avatar
on some social media feed. It is becoming more and more difficult to find a separation where one
world ends and another begins. The question is...who's in charge?
https://kaiser-alexander.com/

